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Magnetic Properties

Access to Heteroleptic Fluorido-Cyanido Complexes with a Large
Magnetic Anisotropy by Fluoride Abstraction
Jun-Liang Liu, Kasper S. Pedersen, Samuel M. Greer, Itziar Oyarzabal, Abhishake Mondal,
Stephen Hill,* Fabrice Wilhelm, Andrei Rogalev, Alain Tressaud, Etienne Durand,
Jeffrey R. Long, and Rodolphe Cl!rac*
Abstract: Silicon-mediated fluoride abstraction is demonstrated as a means of generating the first fluorido-cyanido
transition metal complexes. This new synthetic approach is
exemplified by the synthesis and characterization of the
heteroleptic complexes, trans-[MIVF4(CN)2]2! (M = Re, Os),
obtained from their homoleptic [MIVF6]2! parents. As shown
by combined high-field electron paramagnetic resonance
spectroscopy and magnetization measurements, the partial
substitution of fluoride by cyanide ligands leads to a marked
increase in the magnetic anisotropy of trans-[ReF4(CN)2]2! as
compared to [ReF6]2!, reflecting the severe departure from an
ideal octahedral (Oh point group) ligand field. This methodology paves the way toward the realization of new heteroleptic
transition metal complexes that may be used as highly
anisotropic building-blocks for the design of high-performance
molecule-based magnetic materials.

The fundamental coordination chemistry of 4d and 5d

transition metal ions remains much less explored and
developed than that of the lighter 3d congeners. However,
recent results showing the promise of heavier transition metal
ions in advanced inorganic and molecule-based materials
have sparked interest in engineering their physical properties,
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notably their magnetic anisotropy.[1] Potential applications of
these materials are intimately connected to the electronic
structure of the metal ion, which, in turn, is determined by the
nature of its coordination environment. The number of homoand heteroleptic complexes of paramagnetic 4d and 5d ions
remains low,[1, 2] reflecting the synthetic complications caused
by the common robustness of the complexes of heavier
transition metals. Indeed, only a few approaches exist to
deliberately modify the coordination environment of such
metal ions. Prominent examples of the 5d series include ReIV
and OsIV metal ions, which, for instance, are found in both
[MF6]2! and [M(CN)7]3! species.[3, 4] These two types of
complexes differ not only in coordination geometry, but also
in electronic structure, due to the entirely different nature of
the perturbation imposed by cyanide and fluoride to the 5d
orbitals, in accord with the spectrochemical series. Combining
the two ligand types in a single 5d complex would provide an
intriguing possibility of substantially altering their ligand field
and, thus, their magnetic anisotropy.
Following this idea, we herein present the first examples
of heteroleptic fluorido-cyanido complexes of any metal ion,
as synthesized by a partial abstraction of coordinated fluoride
ions.[5] This work was inspired by the recent isolation of
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heteroleptic fluorido-cyanido anions of main-group elements,
which were realized through fluoride abstraction from [PF6]!
using highly fluorophilic organo-silicon reagents.[6] For example, cis-[PF2(CN)4]! was isolated by the reaction of [PF6]!
with (CH3)3SiCN under autogenous pressure at elevated
temperatures.[6a] The driving force for this type of reaction is
the difference in bond energy between the strong Si!F bond
and the significantly weaker Si!C one (DHf298K(Si–F) =
540 kJ mol!1 vs. DHf298K(Si–C) = 435 kJ mol!1).[7] To our knowledge, similar chemical reactivity in transition metal chemistry
has never been reported.
The reaction of (PPh4)2[MF6] (M = Re, Os) with eight
equivalents of (CH3)3SiCN in dry CH2Cl2 at room-temperature and ambient pressure affords a single isolatable product
of (PPh4)2[trans-MF4(CN)2]·H2O (M = Re (1), Os (2)) in high
yield (Figure 1 a; see the Supporting Information for details).
Single-crystal X-ray diffraction structure analysis of 1 and 2
(Figure 1 b and Supporting Information, Tables S1 and S2)
reveals the presence of an elongated octahedral coordination
geometry for the trans-[MF4(CN)2]2! complexes, with M–F
and M!C bond distances of 1.93–1.95 ! and 2.12–2.14 !,
respectively. Fluorine elemental analyses corroborate the
presence of four fluoride ligands per metal ion, which is
further supported by the isotope patterns observed in
electrospray mass spectra (Supporting Information, Figures S2 and S3).[8]
The magnetic properties of these two unique heteroleptic
complexes were probed using static (dc) magnetic susceptibility measurements. For 1, the magnetic susceptibilitytemperature product, cT, remains nearly constant from
room temperature down to approximately 100 K (1.18–
1.12 cm3 K mol!1, see Figure 2 a). Considering a pure S = 3/2
spin ground state for the ReIV magnetic center, the average gfactor can be estimated from the room-temperature cT value
to be 1.58. Upon further cooling from 100 K, cT drops steadily
to reach 0.78 cm3 K mol!1 at 1.85 K. Given the absence of any
close contacts between the complexes in the unit cell, this
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Figure 2. a) Temperature dependence of the cT product at 0.1 T for
1 (red) and 2 (blue). Inset: Field (H) dependence of the magnetization
(M) below 8 K for 1. The solid lines are the best fit of the data for 1, as
described in the main text. b) High-field electron paramagnetic resonance (HF-EPR) spectrum obtained on a powdered sample of 1 at 5 K
and 203.2 GHz; the inset shows the field dependence of the resonances and the fits yielding the effective g-factors, as described in the
main text. In addition to the spectral features originating from
1 (designated gx,eff, gy,eff, and gz,eff ), signals from molecular dioxygen (*),
a common g = 2 impurity (^), as well as an unidentified contribution
(#) are observed.

behavior indicates the presence of a large zero-field splitting
of the 4A2g (Oh) ground state. For 2, the magnetic measurements reveal a room temperature cT product of
0.17 cm3 K mol!1, which decreases close to linearly with
decreasing temperature and vanishes at the lowest temperatures (0.0063 cm3 K mol!1 at 1.85 K). This thermal behavior
is expected for a 3T1g (Oh) term in the presence of strong spinorbit coupling that energetically isolates a non-magnetic
Jeff = 0 ground state, leaving only a temperature independent
paramagnetic contribution.[3b]
A quantitative analysis of the magnetic data for 1 was
undertaken using the following spin-Hamiltonian [Eq. (1)]:
2!

Figure 1. a) Synthesis of trans-[MF4(CN)2] from the reaction of
[MF6]2! (M = Re, Os) with (CH3)3SiCN; b) View of the trans[MF4(CN)2]2! molecular structure in 1 and 2 from their X-ray crystal
structure with thermal ellipsoids drawn at the 50 % probability level
(Re orange, Os purple, F green, N blue, C grey). Selected bond lengths
(#) for 1: Re!F 1.936(1), 1.951(1); Re!C 2.135(2); C!N 1.140(3), and
for 2: Os!F 1.926(1), 1.937(1); Os!C 2.115(3); C!N 1.086(3).[18]
Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2020, 59, 10306 –10310
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This Hamiltonian contains five free variables including
the zero-field splitting (ZFS) parameters D and E, and the
three components of the g-tensor: gx, gy, and gz. The relatively
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featureless cT versus T and field-dependent magnetization
plots (Figure 2 a) do not provide sufficient constraints on the
five parameters in Equation (1). To mitigate this problem,
high-field electron paramagnetic resonance (HF-EPR) spectra of polycrystalline 1 were collected in magnetic fields up to
14 T, with multiple frequencies between 50 and 214 GHz
(Figure 2 b). Due to the sizable ZFS, only transitions between
the components of the lower-lying Kramers doublet are
observed. Hence, the S = 3/2 ReIV center can be treated as an
effective spin-1/2 ion with geff-values: gz,eff = 4.64, gy,eff = 1.43,
and gx,eff = 1.15 (inset of Figure 2 b). In order to avoid overparameterization, the three effective g-factors obtained from
the HF-EPR data (Figure 2 b) were first related to the g = E/
D ratio and the eigen-values of the actual S = 3/2 g-tensor
(see the Supporting Information).[9] Subsequently, the
average of the Cartesian components of this g-tensor,
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
gaverage ¼
ðg2x þ g2y þ g2z Þ=3, was fixed to the powder-aver-

aged g-factor extracted from the static magnetic susceptibility
at high temperature: g = 1.58 at 270 K, which leads to only
eight possible g values (Supporting Information, Figure S7).
However, six of them can be excluded as they result in
physically unreasonable g-values (gi > 2 or gi & 1) for a system
with a less than half-filled d-shell exhibiting a quenched firstorder orbital angular momentum. The two remaining solutions are characterized by D < 0, E/D =' 0.328, and the
following g-tensor components: gx(y) = 1.45, gy(x) = 1.59, and
gz = 1.69. Indeed, these two solutions are identical as they are
simply related by a permutation of the x and y axes,
corresponding to a change in the sign of E (Supporting
Information, Table S3).
Using the above set of initial parameters, the magnetic
and spectroscopic data were simultaneously fit without any
further constraints, yielding the parameters: D/kB = !69.5 K
(!48.3 cm!1), j E j /kB = 22.6 K (15.7 cm!1), gx(y) = 1.46,
gy(x) = 1.60, and gz = 1.69. The best-fit results are shown in
Figure 2, and the calculated effective g-values (gz,eff(calc) = 4.64,
gy,eff(calc) = 1.43, gx,eff(calc) = 1.15) are in perfect agreement with
the HF-EPR data. The large values of the ZFS parameters,
D and E, give rise to a large energy gap,
# pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ$
D=kB ¼ 2 D2 þ 3E2 =kB = 160 K (111 cm!1), between
the two doublets of the S = 3/2 state. These experimentally
observed ZFS parameters are reasonably well reproduced by
CASSCF/NEVPT2 calculations, which, using the effective
Hamiltonian approach, predict D/kB = !91.0 K (!63.2 cm!1)
and E/D = 0.21 (Supporting Information, Figure S8 and
Tables S4 and S5).[10] Remarkably, the obtained energy gap
is much larger than that found for the parent [ReF6]2!
complex (D/kB = 69 K)[3a] and the structurally related trans[ReCl4(CN)2]2! complex (D/kB = 35 K).[11]
The electronic structure of 1 was further studied by X-ray
absorption (XAS) and X-ray magnetic circular dichroism
(XMCD) spectroscopy at the L3 (2p3/2 !5d3/2,5/2) and L2
(2p1/2 !5d3/2) absorption edges of rhenium at 3 K in magnetic
fields up to 17 T. As expected, the XAS spectrum (Figure 3)
shows intense resonant absorption (“white lines”) at both
edges. Their integrals are related to the hSili·sii expectation
value, summed over all 5d electrons, through the spin-orbit
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Figure 3. Isotropic XAS (top) and XMCD (bottom) spectra of a powdered sample of 1 obtained at the L3 and L2 rhenium absorption edges
in magnetic fields of ' 17 T at 3 K. The inset shows the field
dependence of the maximum dichroism signal intensity at the rhenium
L2 edge scaled to the M vs. H data obtained by magnetization
measurements.

sum rule, which amounts to hSili·sii/!
h2 = !1.56 in 1 (see the
Supporting Information),[12] in perfect agreement with the
reported value (!1.6) for the isoelectronic OsV in [OsVF6]! .[3b]
The XMCD spectra were recorded as the difference between
two subsequent XAS spectra obtained with right and left
circularly polarized X-rays and under magnetic field applied
either parallel or antiparallel to the X-ray wavevector. At
both the L2 and L3 edges, strong XMCD signals with opposite
signs are observed (Figure 3). The scaling of the fielddependent XMCD signal intensity at the L2 edge to the
field dependence of the powder magnetization data at 3 K
allows an estimation of the absolute value of the magnetization at 17 T (Figure 3, inset) as 1.6 mB. Through the
magneto-optical sum rules,[13] the orbital and spin magnetic
moments of the rhenium 5d states could be separately
determined to be Morbital = !hLzi mB = 0.01 mB and Mspin =
1.6 mB, following the previously reported approach (see the
Supporting Information).[14] These numbers reflect the virtual
total quenching of the orbital angular momentum by the
ligand field which, in turn, provides the basis for neglecting
orbitally dependent terms in Equation (1).
In order to probe the magnetization dynamics of 1,
alternating-current (ac) magnetic susceptibility measurements were performed. In contrast to zero-dc field, slow
relaxation of the magnetization for 1 is clearly observed in the
available experimental window in the presence of a static
magnetic field (Figure 4 and Supporting Information, Figure S4). The field and temperature dependence of the
relaxation time, t, were estimated by fitting the c’(n) and
c’’(n) data to the generalized Debye model and their
associated standard deviation was calculated from the
obtained a parameter (Figure 5 and Supporting Information,
Figures S5 and S6).[15] As shown in Figure 5, the estimated
standard deviation of t is large and, thus, the following
analysis of the relaxation must be taken with a certain
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Figure 4. Temperature (left) and ac frequency (right) dependences of the real (c’, top) and imaginary (c’’, bottom) parts of the ac susceptibility,
between 1.85 and 10 K and between 10 and 10000 Hz, for 1 in a 0.2-T dc field. Solid lines are visual guides on the left plots while they show the
generalized Debye fits of the ac susceptibility data on the right.

Figure 5. Field (left) and temperature (right) dependences of the
relaxation time, t, for 1 estimated from the generalized Debye fits of
the ac susceptibility data shown in Figure S4 in the Supporting
Information and Figure 4 collected at 2 K and under a 0.2-T applied
field, respectively. The estimated standard deviation of the relaxation
time (vertical red bars) were calculated from the average a parameter
of the generalized Debye fit (Supporting Information, Figures S5 and
S6) and a log-normal distribution as described in ref. [15]. The red line
is the best fit including Raman (green line) and direct (blue line)
relaxation processes, as discussed in the text.

caution. Considering the field dependence at 2 K (Figure 5,
left), two regimes are clearly observed: i) below 0.2 T, the
relaxation time is quasi-field-independent indicating the
absence of a significant magnetization relaxation via quantum
Angew. Chem. Int. Ed. 2020, 59, 10306 –10310

tunneling; meanwhile, ii) above 0.2 T, t decreases following
an H!4 variation as expected in the case of a one-phonon
direct process (tdirect(H,T)!1 = AH4T).[16, 17] The temperature
dependence of the relaxation time shown in Figure 5 and
Figure S6 in the Supporting Information is more difficult to
analyze as the semilogarithmic t vs. T!1 plot (Supporting
Information, Figure S6) does not follow a simple Arrhenius
behavior compatible with an Orbach mechanism. On the
other hand, the t vs. T data at 0.2 T are almost perfectly
reproduced by a power law compatible with a Raman process
which, to a first approximation, can be considered as magnetic
field independent (tRaman(H,T)!1 = CTn).[17] Therefore, the
field and temperature dependence of the relaxation time
were fitted simultaneously to a model including both direct
and Raman processes (t(H,T)!1 = tdirect(H,T)!1 + tRaman(H,T)!1 = AH4T + CTn). As shown in Figure 5, the experimental t vs. H (at 2 K) and t vs. T (at 0.2 T) data are perfectly
reproduced by this three-parameter model with A = 5.7(3) "
103 s!1 K!1 T!4, C = 2.9(3) s!1 K!6.3 and n = 6.3(1). These
results suggest that the paramagnetic relaxation between 1.8
and 5.4 K is governed in 1 by direct and Raman processes
only. Significantly, this conclusion is different from that
reported for the related trans-[ReCl4(CN)2]2! complex,
wherein the Orbach process (t0 = 5.7 " 10!11 s, and Deff/kB =
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39 K) dominates over similar Raman and direct mechanisms
(A = 29 " 103 s!1 K!1 T!4, C = 2.5 s!1 K!6·9 and n = 6.9), likely
due to the much smaller energy splitting between the two
Kramers doublets (39 K) than for 1 (160 K).[11b]
In summary, the first two fluorido-cyanido transition
metal complexes have been realized through silicon-mediated
fluoride abstraction. The structural and magnetic properties
of these heteroleptic complex salts, (PPh4)2[transMIVF4(CN)2]·H2O (M = Re and Os), have been studied in
great detail. For the ReIV compound, the combined analysis of
high-field EPR and magnetization data circumvents the
common problem of overparameterization of powder- and
thermodynamically averaged magnetization data and provides an unambiguous determination of the zero-field splitting parameters and g-tensor. Notably, the measured magnetic anisotropy, reflected by the 160 K energy gap between
the two doublets of the S = 3/2 ground state, is one of the
largest known for a 5d transition metal complex,[2c, 3a, 11] which
illustrates the viability of our synthetic methodology to target
new heteroleptic transition metal complexes with strong
magnetic anisotropy.
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1. Synthesis and characterization
The compounds (PPh4)2[ReF6]·2H2O and (PPh4)2[OsF6]·2H2O were prepared as previously described,[1]
and dried at 100°C under vacuum on a Schlenk line to obtain desolvated precursors, (PPh4)2[MF6].
Dichloromethane (containing less than 40 ppm of water) was purified using an Innovative Technologies
solvent purification system. All other reagents and solvents were commercially available and used as
received without further purification.
Synthesis of 1. The synthesis was performed under a dry argon atmosphere using standard Schlenk or
glovebox techniques. (CH3)3SiCN (0.1 mL, 0.8 mmol) was first added to a solution of (PPh4)2[ReF6] (196
mg, 0.20 mmol) in dichloromethane (110 mL). After stirring for 3 hours, the solvent was removed using a
dynamic vacuum. A mixture of dichloromethane (60 mL) and (CH3)3SiCN (0.1 mL, 0.8 mmol) was then
added to the resulting brown solid, which dissolves. The mixture was left stirring overnight. It is worth
mentioning that this two-steps reaction is working in similar manner when using less dichloromethane
(12 mL in each step) leading to a (PPh4)2[ReF6] suspension rather than a solution. After a few hours, a
light brown solution is systematically obtained.
After removal of the solvent using a dynamic vacuum, N,N-dimethylacetamide (2 mL; containing around
2000 ppm of water) was added to dissolve the residue, and the solution was filtered with a VWR syringe
filter (25 mm, 0.2 mm PTFE). Slow addition of diethylether (50 mL; containing around 200 ppm of water)
to the filtrate afforded (PPh4)2[trans-ReF4(CN)2]•H2O in a yield of >80%. The water molecule observed in
the crystal structure most likely originates from the solvents. It is worth mentioning that a stoichiometric
amount of (CH3)3SiCN (2 equivalents) leads to a mixture of species, [MF6–n(CN)n]2– (n ≤ 2), while an
excess of 8 up to 10 equivalents (in total for the two-step reaction) does not change the final bissubstituted product.
Crystallization of 1. Single crystals suitable for X-ray crystal structure determination were obtained by
slow vapor diffusion of diethylether into a N,N-dimethylacetamide solution of (PPh4)2[trans-ReF4(CN)2] in
air.. Elemental analysis: calcd (%) for C50H42F4N2OP2Re: C 59.40, H 4.19, N 2.77, F 7.52; found: C 59.17,
H 4.10, N 3.29, F 6.76. IR of 1 (solid, !̅ /cm-1) 615 (m), 689 (vs), 719 (vs), 762 (vs), 856 (w), 996 (s), 1104
(vs), 1165 (w), 1190 (m), 1317 (m), 1436 (s), 1484 (m), 1585 (m), 1619 (m), 2128 (m), 3025 (w), 3064
(w), 3082 (w), 3484 (m), 3511 (m), 3557 (m).
Synthesis and crystallization of 2. The synthetic procedure and crystallization employed for 2 are
identical to that of 1, but (PPh4)2[ReF6] was replaced by (PPh4)2[OsF6]. Yield: ~60%. Elemental analysis:
calcd (%) for C50H42F4N2OP2Os: C 59.16, H 4.17, N 2.76, F 7.49; found: C 58.73, H 4.24, N 2.72, F 7.34.
IR of 2 (solid, !̅ /cm-1) 561 (vs), 615 (m), 689 (vs), 719 (vs), 762 (s), 856 (w), 996 (s), 1105 (vs), 1165 (w),
1190 (m), 1317 (m), 1436 (s), 1484 (m), 1585 (m), 1617 (m), 2124 (m), 3025 (w), 3065 (w), 3083 (w),
3476 (m), 3510 (m), 3551 (m).
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2. Crystallographic Data
Diffraction intensities were collected on a Bruker APEXII Quasar diffractometer with Mo Kα radiation (λ =
0.71073 Å) for 1 and 2 at 120 K and 122 K, respectively. The structures were solved by direct methods,
and all non-hydrogen atoms were refined anisotropically by least-squares on F2 using the SHELXTL
program. Anisotropic thermal parameters were assigned to all non-hydrogen atoms. Hydrogen atoms on
organic ligands were generated by the riding model.[2] CCDC 1531669 (1) and 1531670 (2), contain the
supplementary crystallographic data for this paper. These data can be obtained free of charge from The
Cambridge Crystallographic Data Centre via https://www.ccdc.cam.ac.uk/structures/.

Table S1. Crystallographic Data and Structural Refinements for 1 and 2.
Compound
1
2
Molecular formula
C50H42F4N2OP2Re
C50H42F4N2OP2Os
Formula weight
1010.99
1014.99
Crystal system
Triclinic
Triclinic
Space group
P-1
P-1
a/Å
9.7647(3)
9.7533(5)
b/Å
10.5251(3)
10.5287(5)
c/Å
11.5912(3)
11.5390(5)
α/°
75.5692(8)
75.641(2)
β/°
70.3354(10)
70.417(2)
γ/°
77.4645(9)
77.539(2)
V / Å3
1074.76(5)
1070.04(9)
Z
1
1
ρcalcd / g cm-3
1.562
1.575
μ(Mo Kα) / mm–1
2.959
3.112
F000
505
506
θ range / °
1.901-27.531
2.789-27.878
collected reflns
13734
24661
unique reflns
4910
5078
reflns [I ≥ 2σ(I)]
4907
5050
params / restraints
277/0
277/0
max / min Δρr / e Å-3
0.770/-0.445
0.879/-0.340
GOF
1.088
1.102
(a)
R1 [I ≥ 2σ(I)]
0.0159
0.0212
wR2(all data)(b)
0.0384
0.0489
(a)
R1 = å||Fo|-|Fc||/å|Fo|, (b) wR2 = [åw(Fo2-Fc2)2/åw(Fo2)2]1/2

Table S2. Selected bond lengths [Å] and bond angles [°] for 1 and 2.
1
Re1—F1
Re1—F2
Re1—C1
F1—Re1—F2
F1—Re1—C1
F2—Re1—C1

1.9359(10)
1.9507(10)
2.1347(19)
88.79(4)
90.37(6)
88.94(6)

Os1—F1
Os1—F2
Os1—C1
F1—Os1—F2
F1—Os1—C1
F2—Os1—C1
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2
1.9258(13)
1.9370(13)
2.115(3)
89.38(6)
90.35(7)
88.85(7)

3. Infrared Spectroscopy
The IR spectra of crystalline solids were measured on a Nicolet 6700 FT-IR at room temperature.
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Figure S1. Room-temperature IR spectrum for 1 (left) and 2 (right) with !̅ CN = 2128 and 2124 cm-1
respectively.
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4. Mass Spectrometry
ESI-MS was measured on a Thermo Scientific LCQ Fleet ion trap mass spectrometer.

Figure S2. Mass spectrum (negative ion detection) for 1 (experimental pattern, black; simulated isotope
pattern, red).

Figure S3. Mass spectrum (negative ion detection) for 2 (experimental pattern, black; simulated isotope
pattern, red).
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5. EPR Measurements
EPR spectra were collected on samples consisting of a microcrystalline powder suspended and frozen in
mineral oil. This was done to prevent torqueing of the sample in applied fields. The transmission-type
spectrometer used in this study employed a 17 T superconducting magnet in conjunction with a phase
locked Virginia Diodes source combined with a series of frequency multipliers.[3] Detection of the field
modulated signal was provided by an InSb hot-electron bolometer (QMC Ltd., Cardiff, U.K.).
Temperature control was accomplished using an Oxford Instruments (Oxford, U.K.) continuous-flow
cryostat.

6. Additional magnetic Data
Magnetic susceptibility measurements were performed on a Quantum Design SQUID MPMS-XL
magnetometer and PPMS-II susceptometer housed at the Centre de Recherche Paul Pascal at
temperatures between 1.8 and 400 K and dc magnetic fields ranging from -9 to +9 T. The ac magnetic
susceptibility measurements were performed in an oscillating ac field of 1 to 6 Oe with frequencies
between 10 and 10000 Hz and various dc fields (including zero). The measurements were carried out on
polycrystalline samples (13.44, 23.10 for 1, and 18.94 mg for 2) suspended in mineral oil (typically 5-15
mg) and introduced in a sealed polyethylene bag (3 ´ 0.5 ´ 0.02 cm; typically, 27-30 mg). Prior to the
experiments, the field-dependent magnetization was measured at 100 K on each sample in order to
detect the presence of any bulk ferromagnetic impurities. In fact, paramagnetic or diamagnetic materials
should exhibit a perfectly linear dependence of the magnetization that extrapolates to zero at zero dc
field; the samples appeared to be free of any ferromagnetic impurities. The magnetic susceptibilities
were corrected for the sample holder, the mineral oil and the intrinsic diamagnetic contributions.

Figure S4. Frequency dependence of the real (c', left) and imaginary (c", right) parts of the ac susceptibility
for 1 collected at 2 K and varying dc fields. Solid lines are the best fits obtained with the generalized Debye
model.
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Figure S5. Field dependence of the parameters, a (a), n (b), c0 & c¥ (c) and c0-c¥ (d) between 0 and 1 T
deduced from the generalized Debye fit of the frequency dependence of the real (c') and imaginary (c'')
components of the ac susceptibility at 2 K, shown in Figure S4 for 1.
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Figure S6. Temperature dependence of the parameters, a (a), c0 & c¥ (b),t (c) and c0-c¥ (d) between 1.85
and 8 K deduced from the generalized Debye fit of the frequency dependence of the real (c') and imaginary
(c'') components of the ac susceptibility at 0.2 T, shown in Figure 4 of the main text for 1. On the bottom left
figure, the temperature dependence of the relaxation time of 1 is shown at 0.2 T between 1.8 and 5.4 K
(treatment of c¢ versus n and c¢¢ versus n curves give undistinguishable results; both sets of data were
averaged and plotted). The estimated standard deviations of the relaxation time (vertical solid bars) have been
calculated from the a parameters of the generalized Debye fit (Figure 4) and the log-normal distribution as
described in reference 4. The solid lines are guides for the eye.
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7. Correlations between Real and Effective g-Tensors
For an S = 3/2 system, which is the case of the complex 1, the spin Hamiltonian can be written as follows:
$ = & '()* + − -((( + 1)3 + 4 5()6 + − ()7 + 8 + 9: (;6 ()6 #6 + ;7 ()7 #7 + ;* ()* #* )
#
.
The correlations between real and effective g-tensors are as follows:[5]
1) D > 0:
;6,=>> = ;6 ?@1 +

1 − 3B
C1

+ 3B +

D? ; ;7,=>> = ;7 ?@1 +

1 + 3B
C1 +

3B +

D? ; ;*,=>> = ;* ?@1 −

2
C1 + 3B +

D?

2) D < 0:
;6,=>> = ;6 ?@1 −

1 − 3B
C1

+ 3B +

D? ; ;7,=>> = ;7 ?@1 −

1 + 3B
C1 +

3B +

D? ; ;*,=>> = ;* ?@1 +

2
C1 + 3B +

D?

where g = E/D.

Figure S7. The plot of the calculated average g-factor (gaverage) as function of the g = E/D value. According to
the correlations between the real and the effective g-tensors mentioned above, the solid lines correspond to
the possible scenarios in consideration of the effective g-tensors extracted from powder EPR for 1, where
gaverage = [(gx2 + gy2 + gz2)/3]1/2. The dashed line corresponds to the average g-factor (1.58) obtained from the
experimental cT value (1.18 cm3 mol-1 K) at 270 K. The eight intersections of solid lines and the dashed line
(in the range -1/3 < g < 1/3) are the possible solutions, which are simultaneously in perfect agreement with
both EPR and magnetic susceptibility (Table S3).
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Table S3. Some possible γ = E/D value and g-tensors from Figure S7.
No.

γ = E/D

D sign

E sign

gx

gy

gz

gaverage

1

−0.328

−

+

1.59

1.45

1.69

1.58

Most probable set of
parameters.

2

−0.299

+

−

1.73

1.05

1.84

1.58

1) gy is unphysically small
2) the g-tensor is too anisotropic

3

−0.0192

+

−

2.26

0.59

1.43

1.58

1) gx is unphysically large
2) gy is unphysically small
3) the g-tensor is too anisotropic

4

−0.0174

+

−

0.70

2.38

1.15

1.58

1) gx is unphysically small
2) gy is unphysically large
3) the g-tensor is too anisotropic

5

+0.0174

+

+

2.38

0.70

1.15

1.58

Physically identical to set No.4:
Permutation of the x and y axes
and change of E sign.

6

+0.0192

+

+

0.59

2.26

1.43

1.58

Physically identical to set No.3:
Permutation of the x and y axes
and change of E sign.

7

+0.299

+

+

1.05

1.73

1.84

1.58

Physically identical to set No.2:
Permutation of the x and y axes
and change of E sign.

8

+0.328

−

−

1.45

1.59

1.69

1.58

Physically identical to set No.1:
Permutation of the x and y axes
and change of E sign.
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Note

8. CASSCF/NEVPT2 Calculations
All calculations were performed using the ORCA v4.0 program package.[6] The unoptimized crystal
structure was used as the input geometry. The SA-CASSCF calculations were performed using the allelectron def2-TZVP basis set for carbon, nitrogen, and fluorine, while the SARC-TZVP basis set was
used for rhenium.[7,8] Scalar relativistic effects were accounted for with the second-order Douglas-KrollHess (DKH) procedure. To speed up the calculation the resolution of identity approximation was
employed.[9] The auxiliary basis sets were generated using the ‘autoaux’ command as implemented in
ORCA4.0.[10] The active space was defined to include the three 5d-electrons and the five 5d-orbitals
(CAS(3,5)). All 10 quartet and all 40 doublet states were calculated. To account for dynamic correlations
N-electron valence perturbation theory to the second order (NEVPT2) was performed on the converged
CASSCF wavefunction. Spin−orbit coupling was treated using the mean field approximation as
implemented in ORCA.[11] The results of these calculations are summarized in Figure S8 and Tables S4
and S5.

Figure S8. (Left) Qualitative MO diagram resulting from a SA-CASSCF/NEVPT2 calculation depicting the
dominant configuration of the ground state. (Right) Energies of the 10 quartet 40 doublet states where the
labels correspond to the excitation that best describes the main configuration of the excited state. Only states
which contribute > 1 cm–1 to D are labelled. The ground state is labelled with the dominant configuration. The
lines representing the energies of the excited states are coloured according to their contribution to D: red
(positive), blue (negative) and negligible/zero (black). Furthermore, red/blue coloured states with dashed lines
make negative contributions to E, while those depicted with solid lines make positive contributions. The
numerical values for these contributions are shown in Table S4.
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Table S4. Contributions^* to D and E for the excitations indicated in Figure S8.
Mult.

Transition

Energy (cm-1)

D (cm-1)

E (cm-1)

4

[(yz) (xz) (x2-y2)]

0

0

0

2

{x -y à yz}

6497

-82.66

-76.96

2

{x -y à xz}

7058

-67.58

62.07

2

{xzàyz}/{yzàxz}

2

2
2

2
2

18744

216.49

0.69

2

2

24534

-67.58

9.20

2

2

{yz à x -y }

2

{xz à x -y }

24939

-64.30

-15.04

4

{x2-y2 à xy}

36495

-153.92

-0.34

4

2

{x -y à z }

37157

-2.41

0.07

4

{xz à z }

40313

58.16

-46.96

4

{yz à z }

40615

55.61

44.90

2

2

2
2

2

2

2

2

{x -y à z }

44906

8.98

0.02

2

{x2-y2 à xy}

45259

5.39

0.01

46139

2.31

0.01

2

2

2

2

2

2

{x -y à z }

2

{x -y à xy}

46757

82.18

0.17

4

{yz à xy}

49189

2.47

0.42

2

2

{xz à z }

49202

-30.84

30.16

2

{yz à z2}

49557

-29.54

-27.62

2

{yz à z2}

51406

-4.06

-3.42

2

2

{xz à z }

52122

-7.63

4.05

2

{yz à xy}

57667

-2.26

-0.72

2

{xz à xy}

58503

-1.12

0.54
-20.05
Total
-80.21
(E/D = 0.25)
-1
^Only states with contributions larger than 1 cm are shown. * These contributions are calculated by second
order perturbation theory. They do not add up to the total due to the neglect of numerous states with small
contributions. While we have chosen this method for examining the individual contributions to D, we note that
the effective Hamiltonian approach is the method used for the quoted value of D in the main text.

Table S5. Calculated zero-field splitting parameters.
2PT*

Effective^

D (cm-1)

E/D

D (cm-1)

E/D

CASSCF

-56.7

0.24

27.4

0.30

NEVPT2

-80.2

0.25

-63.2

0.21

*D is calculated using second order perturbation theory (2PT).
^D is calculated using an effective Hamiltonian.
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9. X-ray spectroscopy
The rhenium L2,3 X-ray absorption (XAS) and X-ray magnetic circular dichroism (XMCD) spectra of 1 were
recorded at the ID12 beamline at ESRF – The European Synchrotron, Grenoble, France, using total
fluorescence yield detection and in magnetic fields up to ±17 T. As the source of circularly polarized X-rays,
we used the second harmonic of the emission from a helical undulator of APPLE-II type. The XMCD spectra
were obtained as the direct difference between two consecutive XAS spectra recorded with right and left
circularly polarized photons, using both magnetic field directions to ensure the absence of experimental
artefacts. The isotropic XAS spectra were normalized to zero before the absorption edge and to unity far
above the edge. The energy positions of the step functions relating the transitions into the continuum were
defined as previously described.[1b] The integral of the white line at the L2 edge was divided by two due to the
occupation ratios of 2p3/2 and 2p1/2 core states. Since the magneto-optical sum rules are derived for line
intensities I(ħw) (ħw is the photon energy) and not for the absorption cross sections, µ(ħw), an additional
correction was utilized according to I(ħw) = 1/(4p2a ħw) ´ µ(ħw). The integral of the isotropic XAS spectra are
related to the áSili×siñ expectation value, summed over all 5d electrons, through the spin-orbit sum rule, which
amounts to –1.56 in 1.[12] It is worth mentioning that this value is very close to the one (–1.6) determined for
the isoelectronic [OsVF6]2–.[1b] The áSili×siñ expectation value depends on the electron distribution over the
spin-orbit split 5d states, 5d3/2 and 5d5/2, and can be expressed in the electron occupation numbers áSili×siñ/ħ2
= –3/2ne3/2 + ne5/2, where ne3/2 + ne5/2 = ne is the number of electrons in the 5d level. Given the strongly ionic
nature of the complex, ne was approximated to 3 leading to 1.82 and 1.18 for ne3/2 and ne5/2, respectively. An
identical procedure was used for the normalization of the corresponding XMCD integrals to deduce spin and
orbital moments:[12]

where áSeffñ = áSzñ + 7/2 áTzñ and nh = 10 - ne is the number of holes in the 5d level. From these
expressions the effective spin and orbital moments are calculated as Mspin,eff = –2áSeffñ and Morbital = –áLzñ
to yield Mspin,eff = 1.1 µB and Morbital = 0.01 µB. As the total moment was estimated at 1.6 µB (Figure 3,
inset), the Mspin can be evaluated as Mtotal – Morbital = 1.6 µB. This result allows an estimation of the dipole
magnetic moment, áTzñ = (Mspin – Mspin,eff)/7 = 0.07 µB. Notably, this value is significantly larger than the
vanishing value found for the isoelectronic [OsVF6]2– complex, which may be related to the symmetry
lowering in trans-[Re(CN)2F4]2– as compared to the nearly perfectly octahedral OsF6–.[1b]
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